All the action, zero cable: the FORTUS Gaming
Mouse from Speedlink combines maximum
precision with incredible comfort and the
convenience of wireless freedom
Weertzen, 18 July 2017: Whether shooter, MOBA or MMO – when things
heat up on the screen, victory or defeat is ultimately dictated by mouse
accuracy. The FORTUS Gaming Mouse delivers this, combining precision
with comfort and convenience. It boasts a thumb recess for strain-free
ergonomic comfort, and a rubberised surface for a great feel and the
necessary grip – even when all hell breaks loose on the mousepad.
Weighing in at 125g, the FORTUS Gaming Mouse delivers all this without
being tied down by an annoying cable.
It features robust 2.4GHz wireless technology for an operating range of up to
six metres in any direction from the PC – with data transmitted within this zone
at nano-second speeds for zero lag. The dpi switch lets the user adjust the
optical sensor’s sensitivity on the fly from 600 to 2400dpi, with the selected
resolution visualised using four different atmospheric LED light effects. The
mouse also includes ergonomically positioned side buttons, a non-slip scroll
wheel and a nano receiver, which stows away inside the mouse, for the
computer.
Just like other Speedlink gaming products the FORTUS Gaming Mouse comes
in a shimmering matt red-black colour scheme, which is further enhanced by
contrasting LED light effects.
For those who are fired up about getting a wireless gaming mouse but who want
to have a matching gaming keyboard, the wait will soon be over as Speedlink
will present a companion gaming keyboard by the end of gamescom in August.

Technical specs:
▪

Wireless 5-button mouse

▪

LED illumination with four colours

▪

Ergonomic shape with thumb recess (for right-handers)

▪

2.4GHz wireless technology for a range of up to 6m

▪

Precise optical sensor with adjustable resolution from 600 to 2400dpi

▪

Compact nano receiver stows inside the mouse

▪

Practical dpi switch for rapid sensor-sensitivity switching

▪

Ergonomically positioned thumb buttons

▪

Rubber coating for a great feel

▪

Configurable LED light effects

▪

Driverless plug & play installation

▪

Batteries included (2xAAA)

▪

Dimensions: 126 × 79 × 41.5mm (length × width × height)

▪

Weight: 125g (incl. batteries and receiver)

▪

RRP: €29.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office and entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in the
PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio of
its own brand SPEEDLINK® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. SPEEDLINK® products
impress with their novel technology combined with design excellence and outstanding
functionality. Through SPEEDLINK®, Jöllenbeck is represented in more than 40
countries worldwide.

Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional info, want to
request an interview or would like us to send you a product for testing. If you publish
anything, we’d love a courtesy copy.

